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Hand-drawn lettering has never been more popular, and every home designer is
in on the act, creating energetic, funky fonts that seem to jump off the screen, the
poster, or the page. To the uninitiated, this free design can be a little intimidating
– can anyone join in? Can you learn to draw appealing letters without a graphics
course? Draw Your Own Fonts proves that the answer is a resounding “yes.” A
lively mix of inspiration and workbook, it offers 30 complete alphabets, drawn in a
variety of styles by a team of designers and illustrators, with tips and
demonstrations on how you can copy or adapt them to make them your own.
With sections on how to use your fonts online as well as on paper, this is a do-ityourself book that will appeal to anyone who has ever begun a hand-lettered
project – then wondered why it didn’t have the punch of professional work.
From the simple Triangular Diamond and the Tower to the more advanced
Cuboctahedron and the magnificent Stella Octangular, 30 multifaceted marvels
will not only challenge devotees of the ancient Japanese art of paperfolding but
will also appeal to students and others interested in math and geometry.
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our
combination of award-winning feature writing, investigative reporting, service
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journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture, entertainment,
fashion, art and architecture, and news that define Southern California. Started in
the spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and
interests of our region for 48 years. The magazine continues to be the definitive
resource for an affluent population that is intensely interested in a lifestyle that is
uniquely Southern Californian.
Married too young and nearly destroyed by the hell of thirteen years of deceit and
unfaithfulness, Janie Marcel finds herself standing before a divorce court judge.
The dreams she'd had for "happily ever after" now shattered, she must find the
courage to begin again. A new romance brings with it the hope that life can be
beautiful, but can it withstand the wrath of her ex-husband's jealousy? Refusing
to let him continue to upset her life, Janie decides to move. But when she meets
the previous owner of her new house, she falls for him. Now torn between two
romances she must find a way to decide which path will lead her to happiness.
When she is suddenly visited, in a dream by the ghost of her twin sister
everything she believes in is shaken. Her sanity is challenged, as she must deal
with constant threats from her Ex, deciding between two romantic interests, and
accepting the existence of paranormal beings. Her story takes you on a roller
coaster ride through steamy sexual encounters, heated battles of wit, and a
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hauntingly touching trip down memory lane. Janie will find the courage to listen to
her sister's ghost and will learn deeply hidden secrets about her past that will
forever change her life. Her story is filled with twists that will shock and surprise
you and at times have you in tears as she struggles to find the courage to defeat
dangers, surpass her fears, and earn the right to happily ever after.
Celebrates the myriad ways for kids to be smart--being empathic, artistic, athletic,
and inquisitive.
"Spring has come to the northern forest. The evening wind blows cold as the
breath of the frost giants. Just overhead, there is a sound like the rushing of
crows' wings. Can it be a coven of witches has flown over these woods? "On any
other night, you would probably swear that there was no such thing as a witch—at
least, not the kind that streaks through the sky on a broomstick with guttering
taper and billowing cloak. But this is no ordinary night; it is the thirtieth of April,
the eve of May. Tonight is Walpurgis Night." The roots of Walpurgis Night reach
deep into the Pagan past, and modern Europeans celebrate it with as much
abandon as their ancestors. Learn about the sacred rites of spring and the "lost"
holiday has changed from a lusty fertility festival to a children's night of fun and
treats. Learn about brooms and how to make one, and meet a collection of oldtime witches, from Ash Wives to Wolf Crones. This charming, impeccably
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researched book features a wealth of folklore and herb lore, plus original and
traditional recipes, crafts, and activities.
This book woll teach you how to draw ships and boats in a fun and unique way
step by step.
Presents instructions for creating a variety of origami animals.
Amy's friends are hurting, Cassie and David broke up, Amy is failing history, and she is
afraid Oliver is going somewhere far away and never coming back, but even if she can't
fix everything for her friends, it still means something to be there with
Origami Kusudama Garden will show you how to make delightful floral paper spheres,
called Kusudama. Kusudama is a decorative paper ball usually made of several
modules, folded from paper and then connected together to form an attractive sphere.
Do-It-Yourself - fold delightful kusudama models, originally designed by Katrin and Yuri
Shumakov, which incorporate flowers like Roses, Bellflowers, Lotus, Sunflowers and
more, even a Poinsettia: a Christmas flower, to create special seasonal decorations.
Most of the kusudama designs in this book use no glue, just clever folded paper locks
in their assembly. In some designs, modules are sewn or just glued together to shape a
sphere. There are 334 detailed step-by-step colorful diagrams with written instructions
and photos of examples of completed projects that will guide you through folding the 18
original origami designs. In each article, there are recommendations on paper type and
size including an indication of the size of the completed model. The designs are from
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simple to intermediate / complex level of folding. The article "Magic of Kusudama"
introduces the kusudama, shedding some light on how they were used in ancient Japan
and how kusudama designs keep their charm in the present. You can use these
kusudama designs to decorate for a shower, wedding reception, or birthday party these beautiful spheres will bring a magic touch to your event. The origami floral
spheres can be a treasured gift for your friends and family too. Have a wonderful and
fun time with this book creating a whole garden of hanging kusudama delights! Happy
folding! For more details on this book and the model menu, please visit our website at
http://www.oriland.com/store/books/origami_kusudama_garden/main.php
Follows the course of a darkly comic modern relationship between the seemingly
perfect Wally Yez and lingerie designer Imogene Gilfeather, who meet while waiting in
line for apple pie and embark on an unbalanced love affair marked by their disparate
priorities. By the award-nominated author of Him Her Him Again The End of Him.
This book showcases the finest examples of origami art from around the world. Several
diagrams are included that reveal the secrets behind some of the masters' most famous
pieces.
Neal Elias brought a unique style to the world of origami, this books celebrates his work
with a range of models.
This collection of projects by the "father of modern origami" contains detailed
instructions for 60 of the master's original works. Master origami artist Akira Yoshizawa
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was a true innovator who played a seminal role in the rebirth of origami in the modern
world. He served as a bridge between past and present—between the ancient traditional
craft and the development of origami as a modern practice—in terms of inventing new
techniques and in preserving the traditional Japanese forms. In fact, the notational
system of diagrams widely used today to indicate how models are folded was largely
invented by him. Above all, Yoshizawa was responsible for elevating origami to the
status of an art form. This beautiful origami book is the first comprehensive survey of
the extraordinary work of Akira Yoshizawa. In addition to 60 models from his private
collection, it features over 1,000 original drawings by the artist, and English translations
of his writings in Japanese on origami, all of which are published here for the very first
time. Origami projects include: The Koinobori and the Helmet Butterflies of Every Kind
Fairy Tale Crowns and Caps The Lion Mask The Tengu Masks and many more! Akira
Yoshizawa also contains an explanation of the Master's personal philosophy of origami
by Yoshizawa's widow, Kiyo Yoshizawa and an insightful introduction from Robert
Lang, a leading artist and exponent of origami art in the West.

Instructions and diagrams for fashioning such simple objects as a flower,
Japanese box, and church as well as more challenging projects such as a
squirrel on a log, birds in a nest, a unicorn, and a full-rigged sailing ship. Over 30
entertaining projects for origami fans of all ages and abilities.
Drawing comes with several benefits. One of these is the development of fine
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motor skills that will aid in the completion of tasks involving object manipulation
by hand. As your child draws, he/she begins to express what he/she imagines.
Objects are given careful details so features are learned. This way, you can
understand what your child creates. How are your child's drawing skills now?
Origami Kit For Dummies gives you all the material you need to get started in
origami. Included in the kit is an expert guide book to origami, covering the
different bases and techniques you need to create a huge variety of models.
Illustrations and detailed instructions show you how to make 75 unique models,
such as a frog, a settee, fantastic geometric shapes and even a festive Santa!
There are also 25 sheets of 5x5" origami paper in five fun colours. So get folding,
and show off your creations in style! Discover How To: * Get prepared to start
folding * Understand the international language of origami * Fold all the basic
bases * Source your paper * Design creations and draw your own diagrams
About the author Nick Robinson is a professional origami artist, and has been
"folding paper" for 25 years. He has been a member of the British Origami
Society for over 20 years, and currently he edits their magazine, as well as
maintaining their website.
Discover kusudama, the paper sphere, formed by modular origami construction
techniques. The figures created through modular origami are highly symmetric,
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because they are made from multiple equivalent units or modules. The method of
modular origami offers a great flexibility in shapes you can achieve, while
keeping the single unit relatively simple/ Modular origami is a great hobby for
those who adore origami and construction sets. This guide presents step-by-step
instructions for over 30 elaborate modular origami figures that range difficulty
from easy stars to intricate kusudamas. The most of the models in this book are
brand new and have never been published to the wide audience.
The ultimate book for beginners who want to learn origami! In this book you'll
learn all the basic folds and techniques through incredibly detailed sets of
diagrams and written instructions. After learning the basics you'll find easy to
follow instructions showing how to fold 77 traditional origami models including
animals, flowers, insects, boxes and much more. By working through this book
and folding the different models you'll practice all the different folds and
techniques, improving your skills and folding progressively more complex
origami. When you reach the end you'll know everything you need to become an
origami master! Please note, this book is not for you if you're already an origami
expert. If you know how to fold the traditional origami frog from a frog base then
you probably already know everything this book can teach you.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you
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know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul
Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our
way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from Hindu
friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his
spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
Step-by-step instructions show how to make models from simple to amazing,
including moving figures and clever joke pieces.
Provides guidelines and advice on starting points for fashion designers of all
levels, including defining and rendering concepts, understanding textiles,
developing sewing skills, and building an audience.
In Origami Pop-Ups Jeremy Shafer dives into the world of one piece pop-up
cards where card and subject are folded from the same sheet of paper, no cutting
or gluing. Filled with clear step-by-step instructions for how to fold each model, as
well as comedy routines for performing them in front of audiences, these models
will entertain not only origamists, but their family and friends too!
"Draw sea animals with incredible ease using numbers 2 through 20. Draw killer
whales, sharks, sea lions, and lobsters in easy-to-follow steps. You're going to
hvae a splash when you dive into Drawing Sea Animals with Numbers."~back
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cover.
Table of Contents Drawing tools Pencils Charcoal pencils Mechanical pencil
Sharpener Erasers Smudge sticks Coloring materials Establishing the Shape
Monkey Frog Pacman Frog Surinam Toad Malayan Horned Frog Author Bio
Publisher
The 326 page book features more than 60 models from fifteen countries
including, Great Britain, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany,
Hungary, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Belgium, Ireland, and
Lithuania. The book is a collaboration of European origami societies, coordinated
by a team from the British Origami Society. It represents a snapshot of current
European creative origami with each national society being invited to submit
instructions for five models. The project emerged as an idea from the European
Origami meeting held in Zaragoza (May 2013) and was subsequently developed
at the BOS Edinburgh convention (August 203). The book is published in two
versions, colour and Black and white.
Race riots are the most glaring and contemporary displays of the racial strife
running through America's history. Mostly urban, mostly outside the South, and
mostly white-instigated, the number and violence of race riots increased as
blacks migrated out of the rural South and into the North and West's
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industrialized cities during the early part of the twentieth-century. While most riots
have occurred within the past century, the encyclopedia reaches back to colonial
history, giving the encyclopedia an unprecedented historical depth. Though white
on black violence has been the most common form of racial violence, riots
involving other racial and ethnic groups, such as Asians and Hispanics, are also
included and examined. Organized A-Z, topics include: notorious riots like the
Tulsa Riots of 1921, the Los Angeles Riots of 1965 and 1992; the AfricanAmerican community's preparedness and responses to this odious form of mass
violence; federal responses to rioting; an examination of the underlying causes of
rioting; the reactions of prominent figures such as H. Rap Brown and Martin
Luther King, Jr to rioting; and much more. Many of the entries describe and
analyze particular riots and violent racial incidents, including the following:
Belleville, Illinois, Riot of 1903 Harlem, New York, Riot of 1943 Howard Beach
Incident, 1986 Jackson State University Incident, 1970 Los Angeles, California,
Riot of 1992 Memphis, Tennessee, Riot of 1866 Red Summer, Race Riots of
1919, Southwest Missouri Riots 1894-1906, Texas Southern University Riot of
1967. Entries covering the victims and opponents of race violence, include the
following: Black Soldiers, Lynching of Black Women, Lynching of Diallo, Amadou
Hawkins, Yusef King, Rodney Randolph, A. Philip Roosevelt, Eleanor Till,
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Emmett, Lynching of Turner, Mary, Lynching of Wells-Barnett, Ida B. Many
entries also cover legislation that has addressed racial violence and inequality, as
well as groups and organizations that have either fought or promoted racial
violence, including the following: Anti-Lynching League Civil Rights Act of 1957,
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Ku Klux Klan, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Nation of Islam, Vigilante
Organizations, White League. Other entries focus on relevant concepts, trends,
themes, and publications. Besides almost 300 cross-referenced entries, most of
which conclude with lists of additional readings, the encyclopedia also offers a
timeline of racial violence in the United States, an extensive bibliography of print
and electronic resources, a selection of important primary documents, numerous
illustrations, and a detailed subject index.
In the origami world, cats were traditionally under-represented, and the few
existing models were rather flat and lifeless. But thanks to modern folding
techniques, it's possible to recapture the true charm of our feline companions.
This book for origamists of all skill levels offers 20 original designs that range
from a grinning Cheshire cat and a snoozing feline to a walking cat, a seated cat,
a Halloween cat, and the smug cat that got the cream, as well as cats on an
envelope, a bookmark, a greeting card, and other figures. Along with step-byPage 12/15
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step directions and diagrams, each model features a full-color image of the
finished cat. Projects are rated according to difficulty, and a brief introductory
chapter explains folding techniques and suggestions for how to choose the most
appropriate origami paper. These cute kitties, in addition to being fun to fold,
make great little gifts for cat-fanciers.
Imagine it. Make it! You don't need to be a designer or pattern maker to create and sew the
dress of your dreams. Let Liesl Gibson, founder and designer of Oliver + S sewing patterns,
show you how to alter the elements of a pattern to make exactly the dress you imagine. Oliver
+ S Building Block Dress: A Sewing Pattern Alteration Guide shows you how to customize all
the elements of a basic dress pattern. With the included Building Block Dress pattern and Liesl
Gibson's detailed pattern alternation instructions, you'll learn how to create almost any dress
you can imagine. Let Liesl show you how to change sleeves, silhouettes, pockets, necklines,
hems, closures, and linings. By combining the elements presented in the book, you'll be able to
make thousands of unique dresses. The only limit is your imagination! Use the skills you learn
in this book to customize other patterns as well. With these techniques, you'll look at sewing
patterns as just the starting point for your creative expression.
Create precision origami models of characters and ships from Star Wars: The Force Awakens
with some instruction from Star Wars Origami. Comes with paper to get you started! Like a
Jedi’s training, the Japanese craft origami demands dexterity and patience. Star Wars Origami
takes the traditional technique and applies it to contemporary and fun projects that you can
show off in your home or on your desk. Follow folding instructions on pre-printed paper to
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create a whole host of paper models from the major blockbuster, Star Wars: The Force
Awakens. Star Wars fans will love creating 10 origami renditions of characters and ships from
The Force Awakens. The step-by-step instructions make in Star Wars Origami make it easy for
even beginners to this papercraft to jump in. Plus, this pack comes with 100 special, preprinted sheets of origami paper, so your projects will have the right look, in addition to the right
folds. Difficulty levels range from beginner to expert.
Cabana Anthology, drawn from the sought-after, sumptuous biannual Cabana magazine,
celebrates the most luxurious personal statements in interior design, lifestyle, architecture, and
all related luxuries. Founded in 2014 by Martina Mondadori Sartogo, Cabana Anthology
features the very best photography, interviews, profiles, and features from the publication's first
five formative years and offers an extraordinary mix of topics, interiors, objects, and visual
essays from contributors ranging from Justine Picardie, Patrick Kinmonth, and Christian
Louboutin to Lauren Santo Domingo and Gianluca Longo, photographed by the likes of Miguel
Flores-Vianna and Tim Beddow. With astonishing production values not seen since the
legendary Flair magazine of the 1950s, this new book--which will be a true collector's item--is a
must-have for regular subscribers, as well as art and design aficionados who missed out the
first time around. Due to the unique cloth binding of this book, covers may vary slightly from the
example shown here, and will be shipped to customers at random.
This is a step by step how-to book for making modular origami models based on polyhedra.
You will be amazed that these stunning models are made out of something as ordinary paper.
Author Meenakshi Mukerji is the winner of Origami USA's 2005 Florence Temko Award. You
are bound to love this book if you love origami, polyhedra, symmetry, geometry, and
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mathematics. Or you will simply love it. The models presented here are proven favorites, the
diagrams having been wanted by fans worldwide. Expect hours of enjoyment folding over a
dozen models and learn about polyhedra while you enjoy. Remember to visit the author's
popular origami website, http://www.origamee.net. Some praise for her previous books in the
same subject, Marvelous Modular Origami (2007), Ornamental Origami: Exploring 3D
Geometric Designs (2009), and Origami Inspirations (2010) is below:“Meenakshi's work is
both intricate and lovely. She's greatly respected in the origami world, one of the well-known
world leaders in modular origami. Her books offer a nice exposition of the mathematical
elements, but you're not being hit over the head with math lessons. You learn things without
even realizing that you have.” —Robert Lang, world's leading origami artist“A whole book
[Origami Inspirations] full of amazingly attractive new modular pieces, highly recommended to
all modular folders and those wanting to dabble in this pastime. High standard of diagramming
and model novelty applied throughout.”—David Petty, British Origami Society“Mukerji presents
yet another colorfully illustrated book, Origami Inspirations, showing in clear diagrams how to
make complex three-dimensional figures by folding paper.”—SciTech Book News“Ornamental
Origami is a wonderful book for both math and origami lovers alike. The author provides, clear
descriptions and beautiful photographs.”—MAA Reviews“Ornamental Origami is essentially a
study of polyhedra but in a way that brings out the symmetry in subtle ways. It builds up very
complicated results from simple modules so that even a beginner in origami can follow and
learn about polyhedral symmetry by assembling them. It should definitely find a place in school
teaching or mathematics clubs.”—John Sharp, The London Mathematical Society Newsletter
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